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I have been publishing a yearly astrology calendar for 43 years. Along with my brother Stephen 
(also an astrologer), we first published the Circle Books Astrological Calendar in 1969. It has 
been published ever since, for the last many years by the American Federation of Astrologers 
(AFA). When the printed calendar stopped a year ago, we decided to make an e-book version 
so that folks could have it with them on their laptop or iPad wherever they go. And we added 
something new.  
 
We made the calendar an interactive PDF file and we personalized it so that for each day of the 
year it shows you not only what is happening that day in the sky above for the whole world, but 
also what is happening that day in relation to your own particular birth chart. This calendar is 
personalized to your birth, so that you get individual interpretations tailored for you each day, 
rather than generic information. And it is easy to use. 
 
We send you a link and you download a PDF file to your desktop, laptop, and iPad, or iPhone, 
or a copy to each of them. The PDF opens with a calendar page for each month for a year, 
starting with whatever date/month you ordered your copy. 
 
You can then click on any particular calendar date and a page pops up with personalized 
interpretation pages for that day of the week that show you what is going on that day for 
everyone around you, but also how that affects your personal astrology, your natal chart. 
 
And you don’t need to know any astrology to use this calendar. The personal interpretation 
pages are all in plain English (no jargon,) and include keyword titles, timed event details, and 
personal interpretation. We have even added a full-color astro-tarot card to set the tone.  
 
Just browse through these sample pages here and you will get the idea right away. Some of the 
technical features the calendar provides include: 
 
Moon Voice-of-Course 
Planets Stationary and Direct 
Moon Phase. 
Moon Sign 
Sign Changes 
Sun/Moon Angle 
Major Aspects 
More…. 
 
You can order your personal astrological calendar for one year at either of these two sites: 
 
http://astrologyland.com/ 
 
http://astrologysoftware.com/index.asp?orig 
 
Let me know if you like it please. Took a lot of work to make it function right. 
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The calendar cover is also interactive, allowing you to jump to any month you wish. 



 

 

Each month is laid out in calendar format with times and events listed in astrological jargon. For 

those of you who don’t read astrology jargon, just click on the date and see your personal 

events in plain English for that day. 



 

As you can see using the calendar is as easy as clicking on a date. 



 

The interpretation pages are all in plain English (no jargon) and include keyword titles, times 

details, and full personal interpretation. We have even added a full-color astro-tarot card to set 

the tone. 


